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Abstract— Hand pose visualization through full Hand Pose
Reconstruction (HPR) is an important aspect of haptic expe-
riences, and can enable more natural and intuitive interaction
with virtual or remote objects. However, the high number
of degrees of freedom that need to be sensed can make the
task challenging, especially when using approaches based on
wearable sensing. In this paper, we propose preliminary results
from applying a non-linear data-driven approach for full HPR
using a reduced number of sensors, and compare the outcome
with results using a previously developed linear method on
the same dataset. Our preliminary model yields a Root Mean
Squared Error of 13.2 degrees on the test set, with an average
error reduction of approximately 2 degrees across the dataset
when compared with the previous linear method. Visual results
have been obtained in CHAI3D using the open source cHand
library.

I. INTRODUCTION

Measuring hand pose is important in many haptic appli-
cations, since hands are our primary means of interaction
with the environment. There is a rich state of the art on
the topic, with different approaches relying either on vision-
based techniques or wearable systems. While vision-based
approaches have the advantage of leaving the hand free,
their performance is significantly worse when occlusions are
present (e.g. grasping inside a cup). Wearable systems are
robust to this, but usually require a high number of sensors
to measure full hand posture, leading to higher costs and
cumbersome calibration procedures. In this paper we present
preliminary results from our work on an undersensing ap-
proach, using deep learning to reconstruct the full hand pose
in a 25 DoF hand model from five joint angles measurements.
This led to an improved performance when compared to a
previous linear method [1].

II. METHODOLOGY

Results in this paper were obtained from an open source
dataset [2], which was divided into training, validation, and
testing datasets following standard neural network training
practices. We designed a deep neural network consisting
of four dense layers with non-linear activation functions,
which were chosen together with other hyperparameters (e.g.,
number of neurons in each layer) through an iterative tuning
procedure. The input angles for the network were chosen to
be the joint angles of each knuckle, i.e. θ4, θ7, θ12, θ17 and
θ22 in the model shown in Figure 1. The target output is a
vector containing the remaining 20 joint angles in the chosen
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hand model, which combine with the previous five inputs to
produce the full 25 DoF hand pose.
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Fig. 1: Hand model, glove and visual representations of the ground
truth and reconstructions from the dataset from [2], for a sample
hand pose.

III. PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND FUTURE WORK

Our preliminary neural network yielded a Root Mean
Squared Error of 12.9, 13.3, and 13.2 degrees on the training,
validation, and testing datasets respectively, while the method
used in [1] yielded 16.2, 16.0, and 15.2 degrees. We are
currently setting up a glove with five bend sensors attached
to it, which will be used to reconstruct hand postures in real
time. Work on the implementation of our machine learning
model on a glove-embedded board is also currently ongoing.
After that, we will validate the system’s performance with
live data against a motion capture system. In parallel, we
are considering different network architectures to reduce
the error further, and evaluating results for a lower number
of input angles. Finally, we will explore the possibility of
implementing a feature selection approach where the network
automatically selects the best subset of angles to use as input,
for a given number of input angles.
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